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A bloody new dawn
The terror attacks on India show how ill-prepared we are for an
innovative and determined foe – both practically and strategically
Robert Fox
theguardian.com, Friday 5 December 2008 08.00 GMT

The messages sent by the Mumbai attackers during their assault were convoluted and
vague, but the implication of their assault was devastating. Their tactics represented a
new and deadly form of terrorism.
The gunmen were recruited and trained on military lines. They moved like Special
Forces, with extraordinary resilience. They were not deflected by small setbacks like
weapons jamming – which happened on two occasions according to witnesses – and like
commandos, they knew how to "fight through" objectives. The fact that the 10-man
squad could hold out for 60 hours despite the efforts of hundreds of Indian National
Security Guard (NSG) commandos to winkle them out testifies to their brutal skill.
The terrorists seem to have set up some sophisticated command and control
arrangements. During the siege of the Taj Mahal hotel, the gunmen are reported to have
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tried to call one of the commanders of the Lashkar-e-Taiba group of Kashmiri militants.
When their satphone didn't work, they used mobiles they seized from their captives.
According to one Mumbai policeman, the gunmen split themselves into two teams of
two once inside the hotel. They moved methodically from room to room, ordering guests
out, tying up the men and then pushing them into one room. The fact that so many died
in the ensuing battle suggests careless shooting by the NSG – few of whom seem to have
had adequate arms and night vision aids, and who were hampered by woefully
inadequate training in hostage rescue.
The assailants, on the other hand, seem to have been trained very well. The Indian
authorities say that the only gunman captured said they were recruited and trained by
Lashkar-e-Taiba in Karachi. The training was done by former officers of the Pakistan
Army – the implication being that Lashkar-e-Taiba has strong contact with the Inter
Service Intelligence (ISI) of the Pakistan forces. Both Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaishe-Mohammed, the second major group of Islamist militants fighting for a Muslim
Kashmir, were in part set up by the ISI.
However, there is something almost too pat in the account given by the Mumbai police
chief. To have attacked several targets within an hour or so would have required more
than a squad of 10 youths. They must have had support from within the city, a genuine
fifth column, who had helped with reconnaissance and laying up access to arms and
ammunition. This raises the question of how much prior warning the Indian authorities
had of the attack. All the CIA will say is that they gave warning of "an imminent attack"
against sensitive commercial targets.
The lack of preparation of the Mumbai counter-terrorist forces is breathtaking. The
state of Maharashtra, with a population of 96 million, has only 35 dedicated
anti-terrorist officers, of whom only 15 were on duty when the terrorists struck. The
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NSG unit had to be flown in by creaking Ilyushin air transport.
For all their failures, not everything went to plan for the assailants. They had few
specific demands that could be acted on, such as the release of Islamic militants. The
attack on the Jewish centre seems to have been as as mindless as it was cruel – a strike
against what their contorted logic saw as a symbol of Israel.
Quite what they were after is still a bit of a puzzle. Sure, it was a hit against the
commercial centre of India, and an upmarket tourist hotel. It would worsen relations
between India, putting off any deal over Kashmir, and weaken government and
authority in Pakistan itself. The oddity is that the gunmen had such rich prizes in their
hands in the prisoners they took inside the two hotels, some of them major names in
international finance and commerce. This suggests that the whole attack may have been
a rehearsal for something much bigger.
It may have been the proving exercise for a new form of commando-terrorism, where
devastating attacks are carried out by militarily trained squads of young terrorists
fighting like western special forces.
The planners have borrowed from the playbooks of several terrorist groups, including
the PLO, al-Qaida, and Jaish-e-Mohammed – brothers in the Kashmiri militant cause,
who carried out an assault on the Delhi parliament in December 2001. One of the
earliest attacks by commando terrorists was the assault on the Israeli compound in the
Munich Olympics of 1972 in which Palestinian militants of the Black September group
killed 10 Israeli athletes and their coach, before being killed and captured themselves.
Commando terrorists are particularly effective against soft targets – and this is the
eighth attack against major hotels in the region in just over a year. They also appear to
have learned something from the pirates off the Somali coast in using fast boats to get
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them quickly to their target. Future targets could include cruise liners.
How well-prepared are the authorities in the UK for commando terrorist attacks? Better
than in India, sure. But for all the intelligence work since September 11 and July 7, there
are still some pretty big gaps in UK and US domestic counter-terrorist thinking. We
have no fully fledged and empowered national security council, nor a dedicated national
security minister. The portfolio for terrorism is currently handled by Admiral the Lord
West of Spithead, who also speaks on scores of other Home Office issues in the Lords.
Ministers, police and service chiefs still guard their own turf jealously. It is time there
was a dedicated home security service capable of mobilising for major violent incidents
and natural disaster.
There must be a corresponding rethink of foreign and security policy, too. The
piecemeal approach of concentrating on fighting part of the Taliban in part of
Afghanistan, as a means of possible, though minimal, deterrent to al-Qaida is wasteful.
Afghanistan is but one part of a security conundrum involving Kashmir, Pakistan, India
and the Gulf: British stategy must acknowledge that.
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